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Abstract
Creditors often share information about their customers' credit record. Besides helping them
to spot bad risks, this informational exchange acts as a disciplinary device. If creditors are
known to exchange data about defaults, borrowers must consider that default on a current
lender would disrupt their credit rating with all the other lenders. This raises their incentive
to perform. But sharing more detailed information can reduce this disciplinary effect: when
lenders only disclose past defaults, borrowers' incentives to perform may be greater than
when lenders share all their information. In some instances, by “fine-tuning” the type and
accuracy of the information shared, lenders can raise borrowers' incentives to their first-best
level.
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period  2    period 1 
Figure 1. Timing of the actions in the modelp p ^ 1
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V' (1)
2R*
 The locus MR  (p)   illustrates the marginal return to effort for high-ability borrowers under no information 
sharing. V'(p) denotes the marginal disutility of effort. The intersection points I, II and III define the equilibria 
of the no  information sharing regime. The horizontal line 2R* represents the social return to effort and   
the first-best effort level. All equilibria exhibit an inefficiently low level of effort.
Figure 2. Effort choice under no information sharing: equilibria
ns
p ^p 1


















MR    (p) ns
 The locus MR (p)  illustrates the marginal return to effort for high-ability borrowers with complete 
information sharing and V'(p) denotes the marginal disutility of effort. Intersections  I, II and III define 
the equilibria of the complete  information sharing case. All equilibria exhibit an inefficiently low level 
of effort. MR   (p), the marginal return to effort under no information sharing coincides with MR  (p) 

























MR   (p) ns
Equilibria II and III, involving positive lending, exist only under no information sharing. With complete 
information sharing, the only equilibrium (at I) involves zero effort. This equilibrium also arises under no 
information sharing.
Figure 4. Effort choice with complete information sharing: 
complete information sharing leads to market collapsep 1

















The locus MR  (p) illustrates the marginal return to effort for high ability borrowers with information 
sharing about defaults, and V'( p )  denotes the marginal disutility of effort. Intersections I, II and III 
define the equilibria with information sharing about defaults. A(p) denotes the "disciplinary effect" 
of information sharing about defaults, and     is the first-best effort level. Equilibrium III featuring 
effort        involves overinvestment in effort. Equilibrium II with effort level        involves under-
investment in effort
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Effort levels     and      arise in equilibrium with complete information sharing and with no information
sharing. Effort level      is the only equilibrium effort level implying positive lending with information









Figure 6. Effort choice with information sharing about defaults, complete information sharing, 
and no information sharing: comparison in equilibrium